Tallinn never fails to amaze visitors with its historical charm. At its heart is the medieval Old Town, an area of cobblestone streets, gabled houses, churches and squares that developed here from the 13th to the 15th centuries when Tallinn boomed as a key Hanseatic commercial hub. Other regions of the city reflect different ages, from the romantic Tsarist-era Kalamaja, house district of Kalamaja.

In Tallinn, the folk traditions exist alongside the contemporary. You can find some of the most amazing art pieces exclusively made with traditional skills. Visit the very best of the nation’s and the region’s masterpieces in the Latvian National Museum of Art located in a spectacular and majestic building.

The cleanest air in Europe, more than 40 parks, over 260 km of bicycle lanes and Blue Flag certified public beaches offer many options for active recreation.

Must see and do in Tallinn

UNESCO added Tallinn’s Old Town to the World Heritage List as an "exceptionally complete and well preserved example of a medieval northern European trading city".

In Tallinn, the folk traditions exist alongside the contemporary. You can find some of the most amazing art pieces exclusively made with traditional skills. Visit the very best of the nation’s and the region’s masterpieces in the Latvian National Museum of Art located in a spectacular and majestic building.

Must see and do in Riga

The harbour is best known for its architecturally unique Seaplane Hangars built almost a century ago. Now it is home to a super-modern maritime and military museum.

After Russian Tsar Peter the Great conquered the Baltics in the early 1700’s, he established an estate for his nobles to receive a seamless whole. The city’s charm is in its sense of unity -- it just feels right whichever way you look at it.

Admire the very best of the nation’s and the region’s masterpieces in the Latvian National Museum of Art located in a spectacular and majestic building.

Explore the astonishing Park of Europe, an open-air contemporary art museum, created to artistically mark the geographic centre of the European continent.

Must see and do in Vilnius

Marvel at the largest Baroque Old Town in Central and Eastern Europe, and be reminded of the beautiful ancient Italian town where Baroque was born.

Visit the magnificent 16th-century Vilnius University and enjoy the view from the tallest building in the old town – the bell tower of St. John’s Church.

Godminas’ Hill is a perfect place to breathe in the beauty of the city. Climb the 14th-century castle tower for amazing panoramic views.

The时尚的arris district (the self-declared break-away republic) embodies the artistic spirit of the city and is often referred to as the Montmartre of Vilnius.

The fashionably Vilnius district (the self-declared break-away republic) embodies the artistic spirit of the city and is often referred to as the Montmartre of Vilnius.
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